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indispensable. Reliance on the internet is now prevalent
vis-a-vis mobile communication devices as well as social
networking applications that interoperate on globally
computerized platforms [1]. The internet is not owned by
anybody neither is it controlled by any organization, Thus in
spite of the best efforts of regulatory authorities such as the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF),International
Telecommunications union (ITU).,who develop protocols
and guidelines for Internet use, the internet is indeed an open
ground where various activities, nefarious and otherwise are
abound.
Following the above, there is the need to ensure the
privacy of participants engaged in trade/contract over the
internet. Privacy is the right of an entity to self determination
with respect to the degree to which their personal details are
revealed [2]. Online privacy, loosely translated as internet
privacy can be said to be the individual/organization’s desire
of personal privacy in matters concerning it over the internet.
This desire can be further extended to exercise the
individual/organizations right to determine exactly who can
access their information and to what extent over the internet.
The onus of providing this function rests with the service
provider be it a bank, supermarket, government organization
or an e-mail service provider. This is not to say consumers do
not have a responsibility to keep their online particulars
private as well as ensure compliance with online privacy
policies of organizations. E-commerce sites, online banking
applications, information warehouses and social networks
are all but a few of avenues in which online privacy is
required and are susceptible to compromise. There are
various ways by which cyber thieves steal consumer
identities online, Phishing being the most popular and
successful one.
Phishing is one of the many ways in which attackers
retrieve information online through the creation of bogus
websites by requesting for particulars such as usernames &
passwords from consumers [3]. There have been several
celebrated cases of online privacy breaches which have
resulted in identity theft thus leading to data loss, online fraud,
trust exploitation and a myriad of other unsavory attacks. A
recent example in the Times Series Newspaper is that of
David Peters, a man caught with 128 identities in the UK in
July 2011.He used these identities to perpetrate frauds of up
to £636,000. Most Online users are prone to online identity
theft the moment they have caused to transact any business
online. Most websites have an online privacy notice which
most consumers have failed to read. These notices are
intended to promote consumer choice and reduce the risks of
disclosing personal information online. But putting up these
notices would have no effect if unread by consumers. There

Abstract—With the world now becoming a global
village, most business have over the years migrated their
businesses online commonly known as e-commerce.
Though this new technology brings about a wider market
reach and faster marketing for most companies, it has
also raised the issue of trust between business owners and
their customers. The customers want to be sure that their
information will be kept private and also be conducted in
a timely fashion accurately. The intention of this paper is
to discuss the main issues concerned with consumer
online privacy, how best to tackle these issues, possible
technologies to address these issues and also focus on an
aspect that has not been researched as much i.e. The
user’s online privacy perception.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The main problem for users in the online world is the
chance of being identity being stolen, but it is impossible for
them not to leave some traces of their identity when using an
online portal to make purchases or any other transactions. [1].
most previous researcher have only focused on the privacy
issues that users face but there are other kinds of privacy
aspects that should not be overlooked. they are:
a. Social Privacy: a person’s right to not be exposed to
unsolicited communication and the right to be
secured and private.
b. Physical Privacy: a person’s right to not being
supervised in their personal area.
c. Psychological Privacy: a person’s right to freedom of
speech without any pressure to do otherwise.
Following the rapid evolution of networks from the limited
ARPANET to the multi-billion user internet, the world is
now considered a global village and like villages go, trading,
exchanges and other forms of human dialogue are
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government to respect privacy concerns of the citizenry, the
confidence of the citizenry in the government to securely
keep their information, and the means by which (electronic or
otherwise), communication with government takes place [9].
Identity Theft: Identity theft is a situation whereby data
about an entity is obtained fraudulently in order to take
advantage of a commercial relationship the entity has had
with a service provider thereby empowering the thief to carry
out transactions such as making purchases while the entity
(owner of the information) bears responsibility [10]. In the
study carried out by Unisys (2009), in order of priority,
identity theft followed by financial fraud was discovered to
be of utmost concern for consumers. In fact, with reference to
the banking industry, 75% of respondents would react to loss
of trust issues by switching to other banks where better
protection for privacy is guaranteed [10]. Recent cases of
data breach are that of Sony Play station Network where it
was alleged that details of about 77 Million members of Sony
Play station Network are in jeopardy. Identities if not used
directly by the thief to perpetuate harm are often placed on
the black market for others to purchase. Research over the
years has given an insight to the financial insight of stolen
identities in the black market. A stolen identity costing $100
3 years ago, now go for as low as $14 [11]. Andreas M.
Antonopoulos attributes the sharp decline of price of stolen
identity to an increased efficiency of the black market
operations resulting in huge numbers of stolen identity thus
the reduction in price. Online Fraud is an offshoot of Identity
theft; annually, internet fraud is a cause for losses in
consumer funds. There is a 57.43% increase in fraud related
consumer losses between 2004 & 2005 [12].There are
various types of scams that online consumers are susceptible
to, one of them is the general merchandise fraud which is
characterized by hijacking consumer purchases online so that
merchandise purchased are not delivered to the buyer.
Another type is credit card fraud which is perpetrated by theft
of credit card details of an entity and making transactions in
the card holder’s name. An example of where this has been
carried out is on the popular payment platform, PayPal. A
spoof of the platform website was created & fed via email to
customers requesting for detailed information such as social
security numbers, date of birth, driver’s license number,
credit card numbers etc. [13]. Breach of consumer online
privacy paves the way for online fraud to be perpetrated.
• Use of Information: Failure of information security
measures is a cause of a number of security incidents.
This failure could be due to technical reasons, managerial
reasons, organizational reasons or human reasons. An
example of organizations that have experienced
inadequate security measures are choice point & time
Warner. However, there are organizations such as
Double-click & Amazon who considered it legitimate to
make use of consumer information in their custody [14].
Failure to protect consumer information could lead to its
exposure to unauthorized people; they could use this
information to gain a marketing edge, technological
advantage and other forms of unfair leverages. Also in the
mix are third party sites that are present on sites used by
parties. These third party sites gather information
sometimes for marketing purposes without necessary due

are various online behaviors that may increase or reduce risk
of online identity theft. This article will attempt to discuss the
ways online identity theft occurs and help users understand
how their actions online make them susceptible to these thefts
and giving undue advantage to third parties to have access to
their personal information.

II. POSSIBLE THREATS TO CONSUMER ONLINE PRIVACY
Organizational efficiency is constantly endangered by
multidimensional security threat [4]. Compromise of
consumer online privacy can be broadly classified as passive
attacks and active attacks. Invariably the successful
execution of the passive form of attack gives leeway to
engage in an active attack.
Passive attacks seek information from a network system
without altering the information either in transit or in-situ.
Knowledge gained from the information gleaned can be used
for purposes such as competitive pricing, technology stealing
and other unfair leverages.
This form of attack is very difficult to detect as no
information is altered and all seems normal [5]. A passive
attack is defined as characterized by the observation/analysis
of transmitted messages [5]. The International
Telecommunication Union, ITU in consider passive attacks
as exemplified in traffic flow analysis, release of message
content, observation of data etc. [6].
Various tools and utilities are used to carry out this form of
attack. Among them are phishing, phreaking, skimming and
pretexting.
Given that information security requirements of any
organization must satisfy the cardinal demands of
• Confidentiality
• Data Integrity
• Data Authentication
• Access-control
• Non-repudiation
• Availability
III. EFFECTS OF CONSUMER ONLINE PRIVACY COMPROMISE
The rate at which customers participate in online surveys
& related activities is highly hindered due to concerns
relating to the privacy of their personal information[7], [8].
Effects of online privacy compromise could be felt socially,
economically and politically.
The social effects include loss of trust and invasion of
privacy, the economic effects include identity thefts and use
of information while the political effects relate to
Government use of citizens data.
Emergence of highly digitalized technological
advancements have paved the way for government to
introduce channels through which it could pass along
information to its citizenry as well as exchange information
with sister government agencies.
The deluge of information is at its disposal which could
include basic required information as well as secondary
information thereby generating controversy amongst those
concerned. This information is often regarded as private.
Amongst the controversy generated are demands on the
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their privacy, 2) Privacy Fanatics, 3) Privacy sleuths
[21].
b. Customer and Website Relationship: this is determined
by the customer’s “general attitude towards the way
their information is being requested and collected by
the website. This has to do with how much access the
customer has to the information he has furnished to the
website, whether he is allowed to view, edit or even
delete information at will. Although a customer has
given his information to an organization, he would still
like to have some control over it and also be able to trust
the organization from keeping the information from
unauthorized persons both within and outside the
organization [21].
c. Web Site related factors: this has to do with how the user
perceives the web site in term of how familiar the user
is with the company brand, perceived integrity,
perceived risk, web service quality, perceived
credibility, perceived benevolence and company
reputation. If a user is accustomed to a particular brand
especially if it is a popular brand. Generally, customers
do not like web sites that ask for their personal
information but may be incline to re-think if it’s a brand
they know about. The integrity of a website is how the
user perceives the level of trust he has for the
organization and also how he perceives the honesty and
sense of obligation of the organization. If the user has a
good perception of the organization’s integrity, this
would reduce his privacy concern. Perceived Risk in its
entirety is how a customer perceives the company’s
behavior in safeguarding his information and not
exposing or selling it to a third party. Web Service
quality is how a customer reacts and appreciates the
level of service provided by the organization [21].
d. Situational factors: Users react in differing manners
when doing the same transaction as they might have
done earlier. This could be due to the relevancy of the
information being requested by the website. Therefore
situational factors should not be neglected [21].
e. Legislation and government privacy protection: This is
related to matters involving the law and government in
protecting user’s privacy when online. These factors
are important to users because they feel safer knowing
that there are laws protecting an organization right to
use their information and also that the government has
put up some laws in place to also protect their
information. So it is good for customers to know that
the websites they are using have to follow some certain
guidelines as regards their data [22].
The diagram below is referred to as the User’s Privacy
Perception. It was used as a research model for
e-banking/online shoppers [22].
The Results of the survey showed that the users had a
relatively high level of satisfaction from the privacy
protection on a general level but this did not correlate with
their privacy perception. This could mean that during the
actual transaction they did not notice anything that was
bothersome but somehow they still do not feel totally
protected [22].

permission from the consumer. There are tools that enable
users know if there are third parties present on websites
they are surfing. These tools however, do not let users
know what the third parties do with the information they
gather [15].
• Invasion of Privacy: The knowledge that his/her online
information is susceptible to being viewed by a third party
can create a psychological fear in the consumer. The fact
that there are no recognized/standardized definitions of
privacy hence weak laws protecting it further buttresses
the consumers’ fears. Inexactitude in the concept of
privacy is a bottleneck. Hence it means different things to
different people. By virtue of this the term “protecting
privacy” is an unclear concept [16]. It is said that lack of
clearly defined legal policies to prosecute invasion of
privacy is one of the many factors that has contributed to
growing sensitivity to information privacy [16] [16],
contributing to this invasion are consumer group lobbying
activities such as those of electronic privacy information
center [17]. The overall effect is the loss of trust of the
consumer in the service provider system. The service
provider could be an e-commerce site, a bank, payment
gateways, gaming platforms and any other form of
interface the consumer relates with. While there are many
reasons that contribute to shoppers avoiding making
purchases on websites, studies have shown that a
fundamental reason is lack of trust [18]. Corporate
credibility which is composed of personal trustworthiness
& expertise can be said to be the extent to which a
company can deliver goods and services in meeting up
with the consumer’s expectation [19] [20].
There are several factors that could affect an individual’s
privacy fears [21]. These factors are depicted in the diagram
below.

Fig. 1. Online Privacy factors influencing privacy perception of online
users [21].

a. Customer-Intrinsic Characteristics: These are factors
that contain individual centric information about users
such as demographic data, privacy victim, internet
experience, and privacy segmentation. All these affect
their privacy perception [21]. The term privacy victim
refers to a person who has had his personal information
in an unauthorized manner such as receiving
unsolicited mails and defamation by a third party.
Privacy Segmentation is a mechanism by which users
are divided into groups according to how they are
sensitive to their privacy: 1) users unconcerned about
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provider is as follows: [23]
Payoff user = Personalization – Privacy Risk
= -User Data2 + Personalization * (1 + Control Effort)
Payoff provider = User Data - (1 – Privacy Risk)
= User Data2 + User Data - (1 + Personalization * Control
Effort)

Fig. 3. Proposed Framework to assess business models for privacy
management [23].

Another grave issue pertaining to consumer privacy in the
mobile world is that of service providers selling user
information and preferences to third parties. This is due to the
fact that service providers provide some services to the user
for free due to the unwillingness of the consumer to pay for
these services. Through these services, service providers gain
personal information about the user. These services include
applications that perform location based services.
Service providers are inclined to sell the user data to obtain
higher incomes while on the other hand regulatory forces
push the service providers to provide good services to the
user without jeopardizing their privacy [23].
In the year 2000, companies referred to as “Infomediaries”
and were believed to be the absolute key to users having
some power over their information being publicized [23].
The job of an infomediary is creating a link between
consumers and vendors. They are the agents, keepers and
brokers of the consumer’s information and protect their
privacy. But ten years later, there were no real Infomediaries
protecting consumer privacy available.
Most business do not have any real motivation to furnish
users with a comprehensive privacy feature since it doesn’t
really help them distinguish from other services [23]. On the
other hand, most users do not seem to be antagonized over
the issue neither are they requesting for it. This should be a
matter of social responsibility and businesses should pioneer
the privacy movement rather than wait for customers to
request for it [23].

Fig. 2. Research model of e-banking/online shopping users’ perception [22].

IV. ONLINE PRIVACY ISSUES IN THE MOBILE WORLD
Privacy is defined as an individual’s right to not being
exposed to unsolicited publicity, the right to live without
disturbance by the public especially in matters not
concerning them, simply the right to be left alone[23].
In the mobile World, users share some data with the
service provider; this could either be insignificant data or
data containing personal information about the user. In turn
the service provider could provide a customized or a basic
service thus introducing the concept of service
personalization which is dependent on two factors: [23]
a. Consumer’s will to share their personal information
and use provided personalized services.
b. Service Provider’s capability and obtaining and
handling the consumer’s information.
A study from Nokia Siemens Networks identified three
major types of users:
a. Selective users: these are practical users who are
willing to give out some personal information in
return for personalized services.
b. Afraid users: these type of users are very protective of
their data and only disclose little amounts of
information
c. Uninvolved users: these are mostly young people
who are ignorant of privacy infringement issues.
The framework below assesses business models for
privacy management [23]
This model can be viewed as similar to the Prisoner’s
Dilemma model used in economics where each person gives
out some piece of information hoping the other person would
do the same. This way, each person can provide as much
information as he wants depending on the level of service
provided by the other.
The Expression of the payoff of the user and service

V. PRIVACY CONCERNS IN ONLINE FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS
In recent years, due to the incessant evolution of IT
systems, there have been several new technologies in the
offering of financial services. A large number of people now
opt for electronic means of payment while gradually
abandoning the old payment systems [24]. This however has
brought it with considerable privacy and security concerns
for both the payment intermediaries and consumers likewise
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[24].
A payment system involves intercommunication between
various entities.
The Central Bank in each country plays a vital function in
the maintenance of payment systems by laying down the
modalities and ensuring actions that would guarantee and
improve the systems stability [24]. Also they have to ensure
the stimulation of consumers trust and the protection of itself
from illegal usage [24].
As with other methods of crime, to be able to properly
appraise the lengths to which internet and advanced payment
systems can be appealing to a person laundering money or
bankrolling terrorism, it is first required to take a look at the
pros and cons of such endeavors. Points that should be
looked into include the convenience, availability, invisibility
of operators and the ease of transferring funds between
countries whilst being able to exploit legalities [24].
Electronic money provides a certain degree of advantages to
people involved in money laundering as it stands as a
substitute for banking and legal money contribute to the
system in terms of ease of access, efficiency, speed and
instant accessibility [24]. But also on the other hand, it can
also help to boost money laundering and other financial
crimes; therefore there is a need to revisit the systems of
controls currently being used [24].
Most payment systems can be traced back to the source as
every transaction keeps a record even if it is only for a short
while. But these records can be hidden, deleted with different
types of encryption, even possibly retrace it to another source
other than the originating source. In the compromise between
privacy protection and the needs of the public, there is still
the need to decide where to draw the line between storing
user’s information and controlling the system and users. [24]

c. Errors may be done on purpose or by mistake
whereby an unauthorized user has access to another
person’s information. The users also fear that the
organization may not be doing much to ensure the
safety of their private information [25].
d. Collection is the collation of personal data required to
perform a transaction. Doubts here arise from the
citizen not trusting the agency to have the capability
to collect this information and properly store the
information securely [25].
e. Third party certificates are highly regarded by users
and increases levels of trust of a website. There are
various seals that are popular on secure websites;
therefore users feel more protected if these third
party seals are available on a website asking for their
personal information [25].
f. There is also the issue of unauthorized secondary use
of user’s data. This is the case whereby information
is collected for a certain purpose and then later used
for something else. This may occur if agencies
exchange data without the users’ permission [25].
In terms of e-governance, these are the main fears and risks
associated with information privacy [25].
VII. WHAT SECURITY MEASURES CAN BE TAKEN TO
IMPLEMENT CONSUMER ONLINE PRIVACY
Companies should put in place stringent security measures
to ensure consumer online privacy. These measures could be
in different types. Measures both general & pervasive should
inform an organizations security policy. Some of these
measures are outlined below: [26]
A. Education
• Establish regular interactive sessions where employees are
taught efficient security procedures.
• Websites can be used as a medium of communication in
teaching employees online etiquette.
• Customers should be reminded to update relevant antiviral
& antispyware software [26].

VI. E-GOVERNANCE AND PRIVACY CONCERNS
Electronic governance enables their citizens to conduct
government transactions online which can be a relief as it can
be tasking going to the office physically [25]. Citizens can
renew their license, pay taxes etc online. But citizens are
sometimes unwilling to provide their personal information
online because they do not trust that their information is safe
in this manner [25].
There are several perceived internet privacy risks
associated with in the e-government environment such as
reputation, improper access, error, collection, third party
certificates, and secondary use [25].
a. The reputation of a web page determines the risk
levels associated with it and the development of
trust with the site and the users. Users are more
inclined to trust well known organizations they
“feel’ they can trust [25].
b. Improper access is a situation when people that do not
have the proper clearance to access certain
information have undue access to this information.
This is the reason for the concerns of individuals
when refusing to disclose personal information
because they do not trust the organizations to give
priority to protecting their information [25].

B. Security Department
• There should be an autonomous security department with
full fiscal control of itself.
• A 24/7 service desk in which identity theft and other
related activities can be reported by customers.
• The office of the chief security officer who will be
responsible for online security should be created.
• A security policy should be created and fully implemented.
• Internal auditors could be engaged as an extra measure
[26].
C. Constant Monitoring
• Agencies could be engaged to monitor activities on their
websites.
• Following transactions, notification alerts can be sent to
the customer probably via e-mail & preferably by SMS.
This will enable the customer react immediately in the event
the transaction is illegal [27].
• Internal auditors could also be engaged.
• Monitoring of traffic, carrying out a traffic flow analysis
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Fig. 4. Proportioning forces connected with cybercrime and cyber security
[1].

they are totally protected. Something Customers are actually
unaware of when surfing websites is that it is not just their
personal information that is being collated but also their
choices as regards to preferred web pages and choices when
shopping online.
Some agencies deem it their inalienable right to make use
of information supplied them by their consumers as has been
illustrated in the cases of the mobile industry whereby some
mobile operators share consumer information with third
parties to make profit without prior consent from the users.
This can also be said for social networking sites where users
information can be made public, some of this networking
sites now have features that allow the user to hide their data
and only have it exposed to the people they want but not
everyone is aware of this functionality as the default setting
actually leave you exposed. Identity theft, online fraud,
invasion of privacy and loss of trust are some of the
backlashes that emanate from consumer privacy compromise.
Also in the Financial Sector, privacy is of major concern as
people who do unlawful transactions online can through
various methods of encryption reroute the records of their
transaction to a third party who probably has no idea of what
has gone down. This way an innocent individual could get
blamed or involved in some illegal acts probably because he
was careless with his information himself or his financial
institution does not have very good security measures in
place. There have been several cases celebrated and
understated of this breaches. Various arguments have been
raised on the legality or otherwise of the use of information
obtained by breaching consumer privacy. One may look at
the current riots taking place in the UK, it is widely
acknowledged by the London Metropolitan police that some
rioters coordinate their activities using social networking
tools like Twitter, instant messaging application on the
blackberry and post some of their activities on Facebook.
Deputy assistant commissioner Stephen Cavanaugh
confirmed officers were looking at the websites (Twitter and
Facebook) as part of investigation into widespread looting
and rioting. It is suggested that they would achieve this by
finding out personal details of suspects on these social
Networking sites. There are also arguments on whether this
form of evidence would be admissible in court on
prosecution given the nature by which they were obtained.
The level of privacy that an individual perceives when
browsing a web page is what determines their online
behavior. As long as a customer “feels” that a website is
secure enough depending on the level of security certificates
present, he will have no hesitations in revealing his personal
information on that webpage and possibly even re-using that
same service.

IX. DISCUSSION

X. CONCLUSION

The word Consumer online privacy is an ongoing concern
in the internet age; this concern is present in almost every
sector as has been analyzed above. Government and Private
agencies responsible for the custody of consumer
information have the duty to keep this information private
and not disclose to any third party without permission from
the consumer. However the consumers still do not feel that

This paper has examined consumer online privacy as an
ongoing concern in the 21st century, as more users are added
to the internet and more sites go live so does the risk of
consumer online privacy breach increase. Privacy issues has
been examined in government, mobile and financial sectors
as these mediums require users to provide some level of
personal information if not all as would be in the case of the

and tracking of transactions would enable knowledge on
who has access to the database [27].
D. Security Tools
• Sensitive data should be encrypted using strong algorithms
that cannot be broken. Unencrypted financial information
should be closely guarded.
• Efforts should be made to assist users in identifying
spoofed websites by making use of SSL & multi-layer
security.
• Dual authentication procedures can also be implemented
e.g. making use of session tokens for users.
• Email correspondence should be characterized by digital
signature.
• The webpage interface the user uses could be affixed with
an image selected by the user during initial registration. This
would help the user distinguish it from a spoof site.
• Fraud detection can also be achieved using hitherto
successful data mining tools [28].
• Automated artificial intelligence measures can also be
taken to detect subtle changes in online patterns & behavior
[29].

VIII. CYBERCRIME IMPACTS ON CONFIDENCE OF
CONSUMERS
Fig. 1 below intends to illustrate relationships among the
impacts of identity theft, use of information, and invasion of
privacy as a result of cybercrimes and the counter e-security
measures and policies taken to promote consumer confidence
[30].
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proper security measures for online businesses is an endless
practice as the ‘attackers” Basically an individual’s idea of
online privacy depends on their perception of the amount of
some items present during their online experience that have
no adverse results. These items include: Freedom, security,
supervision and intimacy to express themselves online.

financial institutions. All these organizations need to see the
need and importance of creating a real and functional security
policy within their organizations and on their websites if they
are to get their consumers full trust and thus attract new
customers. Although some of the fears expressed by the
consumers are not actually real fears, they could be
categorized as perceived fears because these are concerns
that the users just imagine could also happen such as the issue
of trust. To address these perceived fears of consumers,
organizations need to work on building a higher level of trust
with their customers as these is the only way to avert those
fears. This can be done by clearly stating and showing the
customers what exactly they are doing to ensure the safety of
their information and keep them abreast of new development
in that field. This way the users would feel that the
organization does care about their privacy and safety of their
information. Also a feature could be provided that would
allow users determine how much of their private information
is available publicly. We have looked at the possible threats
to consumers which include passive attacks like phishing,
phreaking, skimming and pretexting. Also examined were
the effects of consumer privacy being compromised such as
identity theft, invasion of privacy and use of information. The
various security measures that could be used to curb these
various attacks have also being outlined to include proper
education of staffs of organization on proper security
procedures and also to inform consumers by putting up notice
on the organization website. Having a dedicated security
department for online security in an organization is necessary
to ensure effective and dedicated attention to these threats.
Effective monitoring of activities on an organizations
website and employing necessary security certificates on a
website are also methods outlined in this paper as a means to
manage consumer online privacy. Consumer online Privacy
is of very important concern to the consumers even to those
who don’t realize their information may have been leaked to
a third party. Organizations should make this matter a priority
so as to instill a higher level of trust in their customers and
thus also increasing their own sales. Consumer Online
privacy should not be looked down on by organizations,
government and even social Networking Sites as these could
result in loss of huge sums of money to the customers and
also result in loss of trust in the particular organization which
could possibly lead to their downfall if not properly managed.
Proper Management of consumer online privacy would lead
to increased trust in the organization by its clients who could
translate into increased profitability. It’s a WIN/WIN
situation. The factors that can be seen as actual consequences
to the improper handling of consumer data would be that of
hackers and phishers trying to get information from
organizations websites with the intent of causing harm and
stealing data to be sold in the “black market”. To combat
these issue, organizations would still have to ensure that they
have adequate and efficient safety practices on their websites
as they would be held responsible if a customer’s data gets
used for anything illegal. And these security measures would
need to be reviewed and upgraded frequently because as an
organization is working hard to have efficient security
services, at the same time, unauthorized users are also
working hard to break these barriers. Therefore, maintaining
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